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Vol. 39 No.8 
ANN ARBOR -( UniversltyofM ichlgan News 
and Information Services )-
The Roy F. and Jean Humphrey Prof-
fitt Research Professorship of Law wlll be 
established In The University of Michigan 
Law School. 
The professorship, honori ng Roy Prof-
fitt, University ofMichlgan professor emeri-
tus oflaw. was approved by the University 
of Michigan Regents at their October 19-
20 meeting. "Prof. Proffitt and his wtfe. 
Jean Humphrey Proffitt. gave unstintJngly 
of themselves to the Law School and Its 
students,· said Lee C. Bollinger, dean of 
the Law School. 
"The professorship will be the first 
research professorship In the Law School. 
It will be supported by an endowment cre-
ated by the Law School class of 1963 as its 
25th reunion gift and by other gift funds. 
Funds In hand and pledges to be fu lly paid 
by the end of 1992 exceed the $500,000 
endowment required to establish a research 
chair.· 
Prof. Proffitt retired in 1986 after 30 
years a t the Law School. He received his 
Deeply Superficial 
J .D. degree In 1948 and a LL.M. degree In 
1956 from the University of Michigan. 
Following a brief period tn practice, he 
returned to academic life as a research 
assistant In International law at the Uni-
versity of Nebraska: later. he served as a 
member of the law faculty at the University 
of Missouri. 
He returned to the University of Michi-
gan In 1956 as associate professor of law 
and assistant dean of the Law School. He 
was later pomoted to professor and associ-
ate dean. 
November 1, 1989 
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Reynolds, Chambers De~~~ ecisions 
By Jeff Brown 
The Civil Rights Policy of the Supreme 
Court durtng the 1988 term was the focus 
of last Tuesday's Federalist Society-spon-
sored debate between William Bradford 
Reynolds. former Assistant Attorney Gen-
eralin the Civil Rights Divtslon during !he 
ReaganAdministration, and Julius Cham-
bers. current Director-Counsel of the Na-
tional Association for the Advancement of 
Colored People Legal Defense & Educa-
tional Fund [NMCPJ. 
Reynolds. currently a partner In the 
law fum of Ross & Hardies In Washington, 
D.C., served asAssistantAttorney General 
for the Civil Rights Division. U.S. Depart-
ment of .Justice from 1981 to 1988. Re-
ce ntly named by American Lawyer 
.\fagazine as one of the len most infiuen llal 
lawyers of the decade, Heynolds' reputa-
tion revolves around his conservative stand 
on civil rights Issues and his extensive 
\\TiUngs in this area. 
Curren l Director-Counsel of the NAACP 
Chambers s trongly opposes the civil rights 
position of the Bush and Reagan admlnl-
 
stratlons which Reynolds represents. 
Chambers, who lectures at Columbia Uni-
versity Law School and at the University of 
Pennsylvania Law School. will teach a 
course at the University of Michigan Law 
School in the winter of 1990. 
Reynolds began the debate byrecount-
:ng several cases. primarily tn the a rea of 
employment dlscrtmination. He mentioned 
several cases . Including Hopkins v. Price 
WateThouse. a sex discrimination case. 
The Courl's decisions In these cases 
v.·ere ·neither as surprising nor as hostile 
as some members of the press would have 
us beUeve," Reynolds emphasized, observ-
.ng that the civil rights cases of the 1980's 
uad laJd the groundwork for the Court's de-
dslons during the 1988 term and that the 
Court had not overruled any of the prece-
dents es tablished In previous clvll rights 
cases. 
Reynolds suggested that while he and 
Chambers agree on what the Court In fact 
!ld last tenn. their fundamental dlsagree-
"lent revolved around "what [the Court's 
decis ions! mean. whether It was positive or 
negative, and what the response should 
be. · 
Reynolds argued that Imposing a 
higher burden of proof on civil rights plain-
tiffs would not severely curta!! their abili-
ties to s tate an actionable claim. He sug-
gested that whUe statistics may account 
for a romoonent In a plalnWl's claim. mere 
s tatistics will not satisfy the plalntl1fs 
burden of establishing a prtmajaci.e case of 
d!scrimlnatlon. 
Because this particular burden of proof 
rests with the plalntlffin other areas of the 
law, It Is not Inconsistent with public pol-
Icy to require the same burden of plaintiffs 
In civil rights litigation, Reynolds stated. 
Should the plaintiff satisfy the Initial bur-
den of proof. the burden then shtfts to the 
defendant to show that the act complained 
of did not occur, or was motivated by 
legitimate reasons other than discrtmlna-
tlon. 
Reynolds agrees with the Court's hold-
Ing In the City of Rtchmond case which 
requlresagovemmentagencyto"narrowly 
lallor· a set-aside program to address a 
speclfic wrongful pattern of past discrimi-
nation. In the absence of a showing of past 
discriminatory practices . a set-aside pro-
gram should be held unconstitutional. 
Some critics have suggested that 
Congress might be called on to address the 
wave of what many consider to be adverse 
rulings by the Supreme Court on minority 
Issues. The former Assistant Attorney 
General emphasized that the laws as they 
exlsl presently provide adequate protec-
tion for civil rights plaintiffs. He antici-
pates no Congressional intervention. 
Chambers opened by pointedly inquir-
Ing whether he and Reynolds had actually 
read the same Supreme Court decisions: 
·was Brad reading the same cases I was 
reading?" 
The Director-Counsel emphasized that 
!he Court's present burden of proof stan-
dard makes it virtually impossible for many 
plain lilTs to set out a prima facie case of 
dlscrtmlnation. and he remarked that most 
civil rights plaintiffs lack the resources 
necessary to successfully establish dis-
criminatory practices under the Court's 
present rigid intent and burden of proof 
standards. 
Unlike Reynolds. Chambers believes 
that the Supreme Court overturned long-
standing precedents last term. Speclfi-
cally. the disparate impact standard set out 
in Griggs v. Duke Power has apparently 
been abandoned In favor of a heavier bur-
den that Is virtually impossible for the 
majority of cMl rights plalntlffs to meet. 
sald Chambers. 
In reference to the Court's decision In 
Price Waterhouse, Chambers stressed that 
a fundamental change in the Court's per-
spective had taken place, despite Reynold's 
contrary assertions. He argued that It was 
fundamentally wrong to allow an employer 
to admit that considerations of race and sex 
entered Into employment decisions while 
not allowing such actions to be actionable. 
The Court has raised the burden of 
proof required of plaintiffs, according to the 
Director-Counsel, but has lowered the 
burden of production required of defen-
dants necessary to rebut a prima jlcie 
clatm of racial or sexual dlscrtmlnatlon. 
In response to the wave of clv!l rights 
cases initiated by whites to challenge af-
firmative action programs. Chambers Inter-
preted the Court's recent decisions to 
suggest that ·![you're a white male you can 
go to court whenever you want. If you are a 
black or a woman, you had better go to 
court as soon as possible. or run the risk of 
exceeding the statute of limitations.· 
Chambers concluded by stating that 
he had confidence that Congress would act 
to counter the adverse affects of the recent 
Supreme Court decisions. ·congress wants 
to act. America doesn't want to relive the 
violence and turbulence of the 60s and 
70s. I believe that Congress will respond: 
Committees Address 
Student Senate 
By Maureen McAndrew 
The main order of business at the Law 
School Student Senate's meeting on Octo-
ber 30th was bearing from the chairs of the 
Computer and Social Committees. Colin 
Zick and Mike Flanagan. Both reported 
that things were going well. and outlined 
their plans for the future. Also discussed 
was the upcoming canoed food drtve. 
Colin Zlck. chair of the Computer Com-
mittee, presented a three- page handout to 
the Senate. The thlrd page consisted of a 
draft of a letter to Dean Bollinger express-
Ing dissatisfaction with the present com-
puter facHities at the Law School. 
The letter touched on the lack of expen-
ditures for compu ting facilities, the lack of 
TBM-compaUble computers which are 
widely used in law firms and rarely found tn 
University compullng centers, the Inade-
quate facilities for Lexls and Westlaw, and 
the lack of computer Instruction directed 
at the unique needs oflaw students. Zl 
hopes to make a copy of the letter available 
to s tudents to s ign and send to Bollinger. 
The other two pages of the handout are 
listings of computer facUlties available at 
the Law School and a t other unlversl 
locations, and tnstrucllons on how to find 
them. Zick will make a copy available t 
Mary White for the case clubs. 
The Computer Commlttee chair plans 
to encourage professors to use compute 
confers for seminars: tf this were estab-
lished then students could communicate 
wtth each other, and the professor could 
update them by computer network on days 
See LSSS, Page FOUR 
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Registration Horror 
PERHAPS IT IS NOT COINCIDENTAL that the 
pagan celebration of ghouls and goblins falls on 
the week of the Winter term class registration 
deadline at the Law School. While parents of 
Michigan pubUc schoolchildren are claiming that 
the day is a celebration of evil , thousands of Law 
School students are struggling with the un-
known force that exists in Room 300 that con-
sistently and mysteriously manages, every se-
mester, to delegate random students to arbitary 
classes of their choice, despite the care and 
strategic finesse with which many choose their 
"first choice" and "first alternative choice", but 
far too many others are given classes with con-
flicting times or, more ironically, assigned 
twice to the same class. 
Unnecessarily compounding the frustration 
of choosing classes is the fact that many stu-
dents could be given their first choice of classes 
the first time around if blatantly unworkable 
schedules such as those mentioned above were 
not created--schedules which preclude another 
student from obtaining in the first instance the 
class which a second student obviously will not 
enroll in. The wasteful administrative effort 
causes students to spend an anxious three or 
four days adding and dropping courses, attend-
ing classes in the hope that obtaining a space in 
the seating chart will prove to be the way into 
the class, and pleading with the Assistant Deans 
for sympathy or attempting to coerce them to 
play favorites. Additionally, the waste breeds 
further waste by students who, quite legiti-
mately, attempt to beat the game by registering 
for seven or eight courses and planning eventu-
ally to drop half of them. 
The problem exists not only because of faulty 
computer programs, a lazy administrative body, 
or whatever, but because many of the more 
popular course subjects at the Law School sim-
ply do not have the staff to accommodate the 
student interest. In view of the fact that our Law 
School is considered to be one of the best in the 
nation, it seems that one of the least things 
which the school could provide is an adequate 
curriculum. Perhaps by next Halloween , Michi-
gan parents, and not U ofM law students, will be 
the only ones left screaming. E.P. 
... AND 'THE OT!1£R. :fU51lC£S 
fP~L 'l\11\T MY LATf51 OPINION 
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Go Ask Dothan, Alabama 
To the Editor: 
I was appalled by Paul Sigmund's column last week on 
the capital-gains tax. 
Sl,!!mund argued that having failed to convince the 
gains tax cut. the Democrats should have stolen a page 
from the Republican playbook and. In the splrlt of Willie 
Horton and the Pledge of Allegiance debate. appealed to 
American patriotism and racial fears. 
In the Sigmund scenario. Democrats should have 
bagged the rhetorlc about the tax cut being a sop to the 
rich at the e.."<pense of the middle class and the poor. and 
instead raised the specter of anxious Japanese Investors 
waiting to gobble up American assets put up for sale by 
Amerlcan businesspersons rushing to cash In on the 
windfall tax cut. Only then would the American people 
understand the peril they would face If the tax cut were 
approved. 
My question Is whether the Democrats, In sounding 
the alarm against the Japanese invasion, would bother to 
explain that only three percent of all American assets are 
foreign owned: that it is the British. not the Japanese. who 
hold the largest percentage of these assets: and that 
the rate of foreign investment in most of the nations of 
Europe. My guess Is that the Democrats would have a 
hard time convincing the workers at the Sony factory in 
Dothan. Alabama or at the Honda factory in Marysville, 
Ohio of the evils of Japanese investment in the United 
States. But don'ttake my word for it. try asking the folks 
at the Mazda plant in Flint. 
Xenophobic and racist rhetoric is a poor s ubstitute for 
facts and reason In the formulation or opposition to any 
government policy. In his fervor for the Democratic Party 
and liberal social policies, Sigmund ought to realiZe that 
there Is a world of di1Terence between a rewarding victory 
and a hollow victory. 
Mark Brownstein 
,l.FfROPRIA1H'i EJtjU6H, AFTER m CCI-'MEliCEtlT MDR.ESS oN 11'£ ltf.I'Of.TlJJ(E of 
PRoTtCTil46 C.NIL I!JGIITS, ntE. FBI EXtu\IM£1>t "WE'~E &CXN& lo Dts~EY W~Lo!" 
This cartoon by Doug Poneck won First Prize in the 1988-89 American Bar Association Law 
School Newspaper Contest for Best Editorial Cartoon on Internal Law School Affairs. 
TAKE THEIR WORD FOR IT! 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
"Very comprehensive in coverage while emphasizing important and 
commonly tested points. If you miss a class in one location, it can 
always be made up at a more convenient time or place, a great ad van~ 
tage." 
Minns, Wayne 
"I feel much more comfortable approaching the exam because of this 
course. " 
Cemak, UM 
"I could not imagine taking the exam without this course." 
]ames, UW 
"I found it very helpful and it explained areas of the law I didn ( t quite 
grasp while in school, ... very helpful." 
Worthy, DCL 
"Course was very good ( 10 times better than PMBR). The course 
location was convenient. I got my money's worrh." 
MCJ\leil, UD 
"I learned a lot. The course pulled together a lot of information." 
Marshall, Wayne 
(Summer 1989 Enrollees) 
26111 Evergreen, Suite 302 • Southfield, MI 48076 
(313) 354~7111 • 1 ~ (800) 245JEXAM 
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Classifieds 
Announcements or personal notes may be turned in to Lisa Salvia's pendafiex (3L) by noon Monday for publication 
the following Wednesday. Recognized student organ.izations in good standing with the RG may place announcements 
of upcoming events or meetings free of charge. Individuals may place personal notes for 50¢ for the first 25 words. 
and 25¢ for each additionallO words. Remittance must be submitted with your ad. 
/I not t ce s ill '-==I ======n ====o t ====i ce====s :::::::::::=:::/l l.!:::::::/1 ======n ====o t t====· ce====s ======::J/III..l:=:::= I =======w ====an===te===d ======'..1/1 
NEED HELP Willi RESEARCH? Whether 
you're working on a seminar paper. doing 
a brief for Case Club. looking for tnfo on a 
law firm or a judge. or doing research for 
class discussion, the Reference Ubrarians 
in the llbrary can help you organize your 
search. show you how to use the llbrary 
and lls collection, give a refresher lesson on 
Lexls or Westlaw, or do a computer search 
of non-law sources. WHERE: S-1. at the 
Reference/Information Desk. WHEN: 10 
a.m. to 9 p.m. Mon.- Thurs.; 10 a.m. to 5 
p.m. Frl: Noon to 9 p.m. Sun. StudentDesk 
Assistants are also available to help you 9 
a.m. - midnight Sun.-Sat. at the Refer-
ence/Information Desk. 
3Ls: Yearbook pictures will be taken on 
Nov. 13· 151n the Lawyers Club Lounge. 
The FamUy Law Project will be closing 
Intake on November 15. 1989. After that 
date. no new 
cases will be available. If you would like to 
receive a case next semester. please con-
tact Christine Drylle by pendaflex. 
Yearbook presale: November 13-15 In the 
Lawyers Club Lounge and November 16-17 
outside Rm. 100. Reserve your Quad-
rangle for $25-cost will go up after presa-
les! 
Congratulations to Jeff Brown (3L). the 
Law School Arts Committee Logo Design 
Contest Winner! The visual arts committee 
welcomes Jeff as its newes t member. 
Thanks to everyone who entered the con-
test! 
CALL FOR PHOTOS! The Quadrangle, the 
law school yearbook. wants to publish your 
candid phot{)S of2Ls and 3Ls. Submitted 
photos should be B & W or glossy fmish 
color. Please write you name on the back 
if you want them returned and Jet us know 
LSSS Discusses Upcoming Events 
Continued From Page One 
the seminar wasn't scheduled to meet. 
Currently. Professor Layman Allen uses 
this system for his seminar. 
Zlck urged law students to use the 
University's computing facilities. since we 
already pay $1 00 each semester for them. 
The University will not refund this money 
for the Law School's own use; instead It 
prefers to pool money to build large com-
puting centers such as thoseat611 Church 
Street and Angell Hall. The latter location 
contains numerous new Mac's, and is a 
·state of the art facility: said Zick. He 
urged students who have questions to 
contact Ted Graham at the Law School at 
763-0493 or himself at 769-7708. 
Social Committee Chair Mike Flanagan 
next addressed the Senate. He reported 
that the Halloween party at the Phid House 
went well. but commented that the Social 
Committee needs people to help with set· 
up and clean-up at parties. Flanagan 
s taled that the Committee also needs new 
members to help With other activities . and 
urges the student body to join the commit-
tee. 
Committee members who help sell cloth-
ing at the Law School clothing sale. to take 
place in the second week In November. will 
receive a discount on Items they buy. LSSS 
plans to have many clothing Items avail-
able for immediate purchase, and any Items 
that need to be ordered \vill be delivered 
before winter vacation. 
Flanagan also reported that the party at 
Rick's went well, and that the turnout was 
good. The Committee plans to s~nsor 
more such happy hours next semester. 
The next party, to be held on November 
11th In the Lawyers Club. will feature a 
D.J. The Social Committee hopes to spon-
sor at least one event a month for the rest 
of the year. 
The LSSS will hold a canned food drive 
shorUy before Thanksgiving. The food will 
go to the needy, and students will benefit as 
well, since a can will serve as a free ·pass· 
in classes on the day of the contest. The 
Law School will compete with the other 
professional schools at the U ofM. and will 
likely \vin again this year. J eff Amann will 
chair the drive. and Mike Lawrence and 
J eff Groulx v.rjJJ assist him. 
the names of the people In the photos (and 
any caption suggestions). Submit photos 
to the Quadrangle pendaflex outside of 
Room 300. 
The Intellectual Property Students Asso-
ciation Invites all students to a presenta-
Do you need extra cash? Opportunity to 
sell top-quality suits to your fellow stu-
dents. and make an attractive commission 
on each sale. Develop your own marketing 
and adverUsing skills. Call 996-2644 for 
more Info. 
BOLTS. presented by AJ Fey of Fish & Persona£s tion on PATENf LITIGATION: NUl'S & 11 II 
Neave of New York, N.Y. Thursday. Nov em- ~==========================::::::..1 
ber 2, 4 p.m., Rm. 132 Hutchins Hall 
CAREERS IN HEALTH LAW: a panel dis · 
cusslon with Betty Elkins of Dykema. Gos-
sett; Ed Goldman of the l'nlverslty of 
Michigan Hospital: and David Kaser of 
Gardner. Carton & Douglas on Tuesday. 
November 7 at 7 p.m. In Rm 236 Hutchins 
Hall. Sponsored by the Health Law Society. 
The Health Law Society wants your blood! 
Watch your penclallex for information on 
the annual blood battle. 
Stray female cat needs home. Walt! It gets 
worse-she's pregnant. My landlord won't 
let me keep her. Save a life (llves)-please 
adopt. Call 665-2131. 
Gaming Club Members: Have you all no-
ticed how feeble Bob has been these past 
few weeks? Blows the lead In Monopoly the 
first game. gets totally blown out the next. 
Then. he gets elim!nated tn Diplomacy. As 
Turkey!! That's hard to do. So, if you see 
Bob Jones today. be kind to him, okay?!? 
AY 
Fax Service 
kinko·s· 
the copy center 
OPEN 7 DAYS 
Michigan Union 
662-1222 
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Survey of Winter 1989 Courses 
Once again. The Res Gestae has conducted a survey of 
student opinion on the courses taught in tile law school in 
\\"inter Term 1989. last semester. We asked people to tell 
us constructive things about the courses they rook that 
semester, especially those aspects which would influence 
whether someone would select a course. These included 
the professor's teaching ability and teaching style, the 
cr.mlity of !he assignments. whether they be casebooks or 
cmerwise, and the examinations and papers required by 
t:-.ecot.D"ses. This year we included reviews oflasr semester's 
first-year courses as well. despite the mandatory narure of 
most of !hem. 
Due to the strong response to both the suroey. and 
space limitations, only the reviews oflast semesters upper-
class courses and seminars appear in this week's issue. 
Reviews of last semesters frrst-year courses wUI appear 
next week. 
~PERCLASSCOURSES 
ADMINJSTRATIVE LAW 
Sallyanne Payton 
'Seems to be a needed class In today's world. Payton never 
(almost never) called on a nyone and had lots of Interes ting 
anecdotes. Class dragged Incredibly in the middle of the 
term, however.· 
"Too unstructured. Course Is boring. Payton teUs good 
stories, but the course was a waste of time.· 
"Although I realize It's difficult to teach Adminis tra tive 
Law. Prof. Payton does it especially poorly. She s pent more 
time regaling us with personal anecdotes than was called 
for. Since s he didn't call on people. there was no reason 
to do the heavy reading s he assigned. I could have skipped 
the class entirely, crammed Gilbert's a nd s ll11 have gotten 
a 8+. As it Is, I'm surprised tha t my heart didn't s top 
during class due to pervasive ennui.· 
iotally disorganiZed presen tation. Professor is charis-
matic and had Interesting things to say, but her comments 
bad little to do with the assigned readings. 'All of a s udden' 
professor woke up and realiZed we had several hu nd red 
pages to cover in the last three weeks.· 
"Good course. Start!'> slow for 1s t half of course and d ue 
process. Last half of course requires s ubstantial daily 
reading. Straightforward in-class exam.· 
·u was great to finally have a prof:::ssor who has actual 
experience and teaches from a pracllcal viewpoint. Al-
though somewhat disorganized . you can really learn a lot 
from Professor Payton.· 
'Sallyanne cu ts to the chase and gives practical advice on 
the workings of the administrative system and how to 
conquer it. A refres h ing change from the Ivory tower 
professors who have never practiced a day of law In their 
lives.· 
ALTERNATIVES TO LITIGATION 
Whitmore Gray 
Q o 
'Gray Is extremely knowledgeable In the field of ADR. and 
does a great job With this course. There are excellent gues t 
speakers and fi1ms. Lots of class participation In simula-
lons. High ly recommended.· 
CIVIL PROCEDURE ll 
Richard Matasar 
©1 Qo 
CIVIL PROCEDURE II 
Kent Syverud 
@ s Q o 
"An excellent. well-taught class with one of the best pro-
fessors In the law school.· 
"A good solid class. Prof. Kent covers a lot of ground in an 
organized and Informative manner - a pleasant surprise 
relative to oU1er 2nd and 3rd year courses. His exam was 
a !HUe hard to figure out, but quite fair." 
"This was an enjoyable course. Professor Syverud did a 
good job going through the material. and kept class 
interesting. This course focuses on complex litiation 
Issues (e.g., class actions. joinder, etc.) and anyone going 
Into litigation should take this course. Additionally. the 
exam was falr and the workload not too heavy." 
COMMERCIAL TRANSACTIONS 
Menachem Mautner 
Qo 
"Class was Interesting. but some of Mautner's analysis 
went over my head. Final exam was a klller. Overall an 
excellent professor with a unique perspective." 
"A very n ice alternative to the 'hell' oDered by J .J . White. 
White's good, but can put a 2d or 3d year right back to day 
one of 1s t year.· 
"Too much philosophizing.· 
"Too bad he 's gone - he was a real joy." 
"Excellent course. A lot of work. but you learn much.· 
"Enjoyable and theoretical. He's a great person who 
improved with every lecture.· 
COPYRIGHT 
Jessica U tman 
Q o 
"Overall good. although a bit boring sometimes. Gunners 
got a l!tUe out of hand occasionally. too. Material was 
thoroughly covered In a very organized way. Exam Itself 
was not too difficult. but the grading definitely wasn't 
easy.· 
"Avery good class. Litman knows the material backwards 
and forwards and Is good at producing class discussion. 
Material Is Interesting In Its own right- What other class 
lets you read dirty comics and listen to George Harrison?" 
"A fantastic course! Litman Is clear. funny and loves her 
subject-ma tter. What a blast -we listened to tapes of 
John Fogerty a nd watched a videotape ofthe Snow White-
Rob Lowe duet at the '88 Oscars! Very fun and challenging 
take-home exam." 
"She Is well-Informed about correct developments In Intel-
lectual property law. Information was related through 
audio and graphic media as well as through reading 
cases .· 
"She knows her stuff very well and likes the s ubject 
matter.· 
CORPORATE CRIME 
Joseph Vining 
"A fascinating topic killed by the professor . Vining was 
vague and re petitive. His amorphous approach provided 
no clear structure. The class could have been more 
cons tructive. We could have discussed how the law In this 
fledgling area should evolve. Don't let his scatterbrained 
tactics fool you- the e.xam was straight black-letter law.· 
CORPORATE FINANCE 
Joel Seligman & Michael Bradley 
Q o Neutral: 1 
"Great class . tons of reading. One of the best aspects was 
the interplay between the two professors. Two of the top 
the law school has. A must for all you would-be yuppie 
takeover attorneys.· 
'Very useful and interesting course. Bradley Is very clear. 
and adept at leaching non-finance people the essence of 
finance. Seligman was his usual clear and organized 
lecturer-self. Interesting readings. Embarrassing though. 
to see Seligman continually one-up Bradley and show-ofT 
his lim ited finance experience." 
"Overrated Instructors. Assigned readings were not se-
lected judiciously. Even so. course was Informative a nd 
thought -provoking.· 
"Two professors help make the class more enjoyable and 
informative, because often the professors will have dlffer-
ent views of an Issue.· 
"Bradley: very personable. Seligman: makes you regret 
ever wishing for more black letter law. If you stay awake. 
you migh t learn something.· 
"The two professors work well together. Bradley explains 
well the technical aspects and holds true to his promise 
that numbers and math are not necessary. Seligman sets 
forth the law clearly. Large amounts of reading. but much 
of it can be s kimmed." 
CREDITORS' RIGHTS 
David Carlson 
"Terrible professor- he's not here now so not an Issue. 
Subject - complex.· 
"Irrelevant since he has returned to his Job In New York.· 
"The worst professor and class I've ever taken - It's 
amazing that someone who knows so little about the 
material can come across so pompous." 
CRIMINAL APPELLATE PRACTICE 
Herbert Jordan 
©1 Qo 
"Great class. Herb knows his stuff. and is a fun . crazy kind 
of guy. · 
CRIMINAL PROCEDURE SURVEY 
Jerrold Israel 
Q o 
"If you can deal with Israel's speech tics and lousy Socratic 
method In which he rarely listens to students. this Is a 
good s UIVey class. As Israel says. after this class you will 
be able to discus s criminal procedure at a cocktail party.· 
CULTURE &: ENVIRONMENT 
Marie Deooney 
·she's a gem and s ubjects are fascinating - Approach a 
combination of practical a nd theoretical. Exam - tough 
and quality of class depends to a great degree on other 
studen ts as It Is very participatory." 
"Fascinating reading lis t and Deveney Is a fine facilitator 
and moderator. Class discussions were Interesting. but 
got a bit whiny a nd/or s triden t. Euell Gibbons meets Joe 
Sixpackme"ts Oprah. Take home was a very good exercise 
in putting It all together.· 
EMPLOYMENT DISCRIMINATION 
Theodore Sr. Antoine 
Q o 
"The Saint Is a bit dry. But he Is very thorough and 
knowledgeable. The reading materials are more Interes t-
ing than the class lectures. Good course. though It gets 
repetitive.· 
·st. A. enjoyed teaching this- tries hard (and succeeds) 
to be broad-minded.· 
"I really liked the Saint's approach to this class. Very 
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manageable workload - too bad the Supreme Court 
changed so much of the law I learned.· 
"This Is a growing, lively area of the law, as reflected in the 
dally newspaper's headlines. The casebook is well organ· 
!zed: Its table of contents Is in perfect outline format Oust 
fill in the holdings of the cases). And Sl Antoine is 
a.rguabley the best teacher in the law school because: 1) 
His knowledge of and facility with the subject are unsur-
passed. 2) He maintains a brisk but predictable pace 
through the material. 3) He calls on students through the 
down-the-row method, allowing you to study efficien tly for 
most of the semester and giving you plenty of notice before 
you tum comes up. 4) He is respectful of all students, 
graciously acknowledging the merit- however slim- of 
every answer and never humiliating anyone. Highly 
recommended.· 
"Not exciting but clear and straight-forward" 
ENGUSH LEGAL HISTORY 
Brian Sfmpson 
"An excellent course. Simpson Is one of the most enter-
taining profs here. Good if interested in history, or want 
to refresh torts, contracts and property that you may have 
missed 1st year. Very nice change from standard law 
school classes - few cases. all lecture. Pretty easy and 
predictable exam tf some thought put into it. · 
"Simpson is very light-hearted and Jovial - a much 
appreciated antidote to thewlnterblahs !nAnn Arbor. Not 
to mention the fact that he is well able to communicate his 
knowledge in the area of legal history.· 
"If you need that one course that does not require too much 
work and is a departure from the normal legal routine, this 
course Is a good one to take. Simpson will take you on a 
rollicking ride through English legal history. describing 
with great vividness many of the important episodes. 
Additionally, you can learn a lot about the development of 
the common law, legal education, and other aspects of 
English legal h istory. which makes the other courses in 
law school (esp. lstyr.) somewhat more understandable.· 
"Highly entertaintng lecture course. A great break from 
the socratic case method. Simpson bas a good story for 
every occasion.· 
"Great damn course! Great damn professor! You just can't 
understand law without glimpstng something of Its his-
tory. Besides, just finding out the story behind the rule in 
Shelley's Case makes It worthwhile.· 
"Finally, a professor with a real education and a hilarious, 
yet genteel sense of humor. Those offended by the bashing 
of every sacred cow, both liberal and conservative, need 
not apply.· 
"Simpson is amusing, but gets old after a while. Lots of 
dry, dull reading tn an Incredibly expensive book. On the 
positive side, the final Is a piece of cake.· 
"Excellent change of pace from normal law school classes. 
Great professor that makes seemingly boring material 
exciting, plus prof. doesn't call on students." 
"AWB is simply a joy. What a fun class. Easy exam. 
decently enjoyable readings, good lectures. Too bad he got 
deported." 
ENTERPRISE ORGANIZATION 
Leo Katz 
©7 @ 3 Neutral: 1 
"Can you spell 'obfuscation'? Hard to separate the chaff 
from the grain. More stress on fundamentals needed.· 
"Somehow. I learned a lol • 
"A lot of work. Katz uses obscure hypotheUcals, but his 
summations are clear. concise, and worth the walt after a 
period of confusion compounded by Socratic method.· 
"Too much Socratic back and forth - assumes students 
have more information than they do." 
"EO with Leo. A gen erally lively classroom, but discus-
sions sometimes left rather bizarre unanswered ques-
tions. Leo obviously has a sincere Interest in the subject. 
but he tries to cover a bit to much ground here. Fair exam." 
"You like his elliptical approach or you don'l I found It 
fresh and interesting - I worked hard for him. Exam -
very reasonable.· 
"Added a lot of outside material to supplement such a 
black Jetter subject.· 
"Classroom sessions are long on socratic dialogue, for 
dialogue's sake, but short of substantive imput from Katz. 
So, what you get in the end is another 4 hr. exam where 
commercial outlines or summaries of'blackletter'law are 
more important than being in class to dotng well.· 
"'The best course I have had in law school! Katz is great· 
"Not a bad course, and LK can be funny and cancelled a lot 
of classes. However, tried to do too much, and frequently 
his lectures revolved around some private joke of his own 
which remained always private.· 
"Takes a very strange perspective to most problems.· 
ENTERPRISE ORGANIZATION 
Joseph Vining 
Q o 
"Some people say he's boring, but I found his philosophi-
cal digressions fascinating. However, you have to learn all 
the black-letter stuff on your own, a nd for the most part 
that what's on the exam." 
"Vining has a reputation for getting off on tangents during 
lectures, It's true, but overall. the class was really interest-
ing. Vining Is extremely considerate of students. He Is also 
very encouraging and positive about class participation. I 
was pleasantly surprised after hearing all the rumors 
about Vining.· 
"Most people \vill disagree, but I think Joseph Vining Is a 
prophet among infidels.· 
ESTATE AND GlFT TAX 
John Peschel 
Qo 
"Good prof. Took a slow pace with the material and 
carefully integrated the code sees. at all points.· 
EVIDENCE 
Richard Friedman 
@s Neutral: 1 
"A very strange course taught in a very strange manner." 
"Kind of In-between. Friedman Is a stickler for prepara-
tion, and has a harsh socratic style, but he Is animated 
and keeps you awake.· 
"Very good course - very good teacher. Quite a bit of work. 
but you'll end up knowing evidence well." 
"Very interactive. enjoyable class. Professor uses his own 
materials, personal experiences and McCormick hom-
book. Professor gave a midterm and a final, wieghted 
equally. This course Is not for the mathematically disin-
clined. as it requires some conditional probability and 
Bayesian analysis at, say. the level of Savage. Foundations 
of Statistics.· 
"Friedman's ok. but his examples dwell on rape and sex 
crimes to an unnecessary extent. He presents the material 
clearly.· 
"Good course.· 
FEDERAL ANTITRUST 
Richard Friedman 
©.o 
"Poorly run course. Throws curve balls with mid-term and 
final exam. Poor, very dense text. Forced 20 pages of 
reading per day. Whether you cover It or not. Little 
preparatory thought given to the mid-term.· 
FIRST AMENDMENT 
Yale Kamisar 
©.s · @ 
"Should be titled What I think about life in general'. The 
class discussion was always an ad hoc diatribe about 
something - whatever Ignited his slowbum that day. If 
you want a self-study course with amusing histrionics, 
this Is it." 
"The master of rhetorical disaster! Helpful hint- never 
calls on anyone in the last row- rarely calls on anyone tn 
the next-to-last row. Sometimes Yale got a bit long-
winded. but there was a method to his madness- by the 
end of the semester I really felt like i had learned a lot. and 
I only got a 'B'. • 
"Any Kamlsar class Is better than the average law school 
course. if only because of the entertainment Y.K. provides. 
Liberals and conservatives will both love going to class!" 
"I loved this course. Kamlsar got through the syllabus and 
managed to be very entertaining along the way. HiS final 
was fair and I received one of my best grades on it.· 
·A very entertaining professor and anything you need to 
know Is In Emanuel 's." 
"What can you say- he's entertaining." 
"Great entertainment.· 
HEALTH LAW 
Sallyanne Payton 
@ o 
"Great topic: great lectures. Professor Payton knows this 
stuff. but I felt we were not taught all we could have been. 
Second half of course has no reading materials.· 
IMMIGRATION & NATIONALITY 
Alexander Aleinikoff 
Qo 
·one of the best-kept secrets at the Jaw school. An 
lnterestlng area of the law that affects the lives of millions 
who seek better lives in America. Because this is a small, 
defined course of study. the student has an opportunity to 
master the topic. Aleinikoff teaches in a relaxed, informal 
style that is a refreshing change from some of the other 
more formal and stuffy professors.· 
1be course material was presen ted In an irregular fash-
Ion. with some parts receiving extensive attention and 
others mentioned fleetingly. This was partly because the 
main text was outdated, the law having undergone a 
substantial revision shortly after its publication. leading 
to much rillling through main text. supplement, and 
coursepack. But it was also due to Aleinikoffs personal 
disorganization. Though he gave out a syllabus, he often 
revised It after falling behind almost immediately and, 
later, simply changing his mind about what was impor-
tant. He often gave the impression of having prepared for 
a class at the last minute. Plus, he loved policy discus-
sions and often lost control of the pace of the class as every 
last student with a raised hand was given the chance to 
expound at length his or her personal view on some aspect 
of immigration law policy. Thus. despite Aleinikoffs 
unquestionable command of this area and his generally 
sympathetic views. I can't recommend this course unless 
you fmd the subject interesting for its own sake 0 did). 
Multiple-choice and short-answer midterm plus heavily 
pollcy-oriented take-home fmal. • 
"Excellent. interesting course. A real eye-opener, which Is 
a unique experience around here." 
INSURANCE LAW 
Kent Syverud. 
@s @o 
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"Though not a professor with zip. Syverud Is patient. well-
prepared and thorough. The topic permeates almos t every 
area of the law - good to take the course to get familiar 
with the terms and concepts. Gocd course.· 
·subject often dry. but there are interesting aspects. 
Syverud is a gentle sweet man- exam was s tralghtfor-
v.'ard. Book was terrible. but I think he'll correct this." 
·syverud is a doll: the course really doesn't have enough 
matelial for a full semester. which can be good or bad 
depending on your perspective.· 
·Prof S. is a wonderfully organized and straightforward 
teacher. The casebook was understandable(!) and easy to 
read. The class was interesting. It was also well-supple-
mented by handouts and in-class speakers from different 
areas of the insurance indus try." 
"Professor Kent kept telling us he'd do It better next time. 
It was fme as it was - a bit dry. but extremely clear and 
a good mix of silly common law and interesting public 
policy.· 
INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 
Merritt Fox 
·stay home and do the crossword puzzle. Interesting 
topic. but Merlitt makes It totally devoid of excitement.· 
"New class. Overall a good class for anyone who may 
practice internationally /International law (not just for 
'transactional' people). If you don't mind Fox's low key 
style. this Is a fme class." 
INTERNATIONAL LAW 
Joseph Weiler 
"Weller needs to lighten up and realize that we all don't 
come from such a cosmopolitan background. He assumes 
that we comprehend more than we reasonably should. 
The grading. however. was very soft compared to the 
impression of what he thought of us.· 
'Truly a hateful human being. but the course turned out 
to be a blast anyway. and a learning expelience. Weiler 
does have a dismissive dislike for us provincial Ameli cans 
-but it's not like we would never encounter anything like 
that on a business trip to Europe.· . 
"Weiler Is autocratic and disrespectful, and made the 
course more abstruse than it was.· 
"Very good course In terms of s ubstance. although you 
have to put up w I Weiler's ties and rudeness.· 
·o urerent approach - good to experience, al though 
sometimes the ·guess wha t I'm thtnking' game gets to be a 
bit much. Lazy Americans can have a good time making 
fun of Profs demeanor. · 
"It ought to be publicized that this course Is utterly useless 
to those not planning a career in Int'llaw. Weller fosters 
a maniacal self-worship cult in order to scare students. 
but he is nonetheless very good: 
'Weller Is defmltely disappointing. Unorganized and 
obviously unprepared lectures.· 
"Weller manages to make the classroom expelience akin to 
spending time in prison with a warden who resents his 
job." 
"Weller Is defmitely demanding. especially in the often 
annoying search for a 'sharp' answer. He Is . however, an 
e.xcellent Ins tructor. He forces you to s truggle with 
complex Issues. Fair exam. Average reading. Highly 
recommended.· 
"Llke the Donahue show- even his ties are lively.· 
JURIES 
Phoebe EUsworth 
Neutral: 1 
"'There Is potential here. but It was unrealized. Ellsworth 
Is not Incisive with the S.Cl. cases nor particularly infer-
maUve otherwise. If anything. this course should be a 2 
credit semlnar. not a 3 credit lecture course.· 
"Great subject, great reading. but only fair teaching -
Prof. Ellsworth could not engage the class.· 
"Though the class runs s lowly. there is good content and 
Phoebe Is fair when she calls on you. Lots of readtng. but 
you can get by with not doing It if you so choose.· 
JURISDICTION a: CHOICE OF LAW 
Richard Matasar 
"TTlls Is a class that is important if only for the purpose of 
learning just what the true differences between federal 
and state courts are.· 
"Excellent prof .. although the material was pretty dry. Too 
bad he didn't stay.· 
"Too bad he was just a visitor . He made a dull subject 
bearable. some might say des irable. nay enjoyable.· 
"We should hire this guy ASAP. (I notice that visitors often 
teach this class.) Funny. really knows his stuff, and 
genuinely cared that we learned It as well.· 
"Two-thirds to three-quarters of the class seems to have 
very little practical use - Put Erie back into CivProl!l" 
"Boring subject made bearable by dynamic professor. Get 
Ma tasar back and give him Ed Cooper's office!" 
"Phenomenal instructor and pre tty good course. I always 
looked forward to each class session and invariably got 
something out of it. " 
"Put this class back into civ pro. It's not worth the time on 
Its own.· 
LABOR LAW 
Theodore St. Antoine 
©_10 Q 
"'The Saint' Is a great teacher and is thoroughly knowl-
edgeable in the area. Material - hard (add mixture of 
factual determination and a complex statute). Fair (and 
predictable) test - look at his old ones. Should be a 4-
credlt course.· 
"I never thought that one professor could transform a 
fascinating topic into a rocky field filled with overly tech-
nocratic doctrine. St. Antoine did this and more. He could 
probably find a way to make a chocolate chip cookie taste 
bad." 
"Lots of reading. but: he's the Saint.· 
"'The class notes are better than Gilbert's. He Is The Saint'. 
'Nuff said." 
"Not too bad. but he really thinks that there are rules 
which are followed here. ignoring pragmatic rationaliza-
tions for decisions.· 
"'This Is probably the best course the law school offers. 
mos tly due to the fact that St. Antoine is the best overall 
teacher in the school. The 'Saint' is a must for all U-M law 
s tudents.· 
"Although my grade was lower than I thought It should be. 
given the amount of time I put in. !learned a ton of Labor 
Law. The reading was es pecially heavy. but the Saint is 
well worth it. The exam was typical for St. Antoine- 'hi. 
I'm an issue - spot me', and whoever could write the 
fastes t got the Book Award. Excellent course. unless you 
get lazy about the reading." 
"Excellent class di.scusslons of cases. Be prepared to read 
a loL The coverage of the exam is amazingly broad -
almost overwhelming.· 
"Great course to take pass/ fail. St. Antoine Is a god. even 
at 8 in the morning! Can be very trich"Y if taking this for a 
grade. Exam was very fair and straightforward.· 
"A very down-to-earth. black-letter course. St. Antoine 
was a pleasure and at 8:00a.m. that's not easy to do! The 
only drawback Is the tremendous amount of reading. 
Good point: you know when you will be called on an d the 
exam Is fair.· 
"Everything they say about St. Antoine Is true. His 
lectures are interesting. even at 8 a .m. His knowledge and 
enthusiasm are apparent. especially his interest in the 
students." 
LAW a: PSYCHIATRY 
Andrew Watson 
Neutral: 1 
"All psych . no law. Refreshing. Potentially embarrassing 
I personal topics dealt with frequently resulting in a great 
deal of humor and some blushtng. • 
·He retired. Too bad. This class was funJ" 
·A real character with lots of interesting war stories.· 
"Never to be taught again - no real loss.· 
"I don't think this is offered anymore: Watson retired." 
POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY 
Donald Regan 
@_o Q s 
"He may be brilliant but he doesn't like to hear what 
students say. AJ.so he said no philosophy prerequisites but 
then wouldn't decide at what level to teach so he went back 
and forth constantly. The books were ok. White males-
Discussions could have been better - he always seemed 
a bit unprepared and having a dialog with himself as he 
thought about the issues instead ofbringing the class into 
it more.· 
"If taking 15 minutes of s ubs tance and ·qualifying and 
bracketing' It into a 1-hour lecture Is a sign of genius. then 
Regan is a genius. If not. It Is one more reason not to take 
this course. I wish Regan had kept the focus on the 
'classics·. rather than Rawls/Raz." 
·Regan tlied so hard to make this course accessible to non-
philosophy majors that he left out all content. I only took 
one philosophy course as an undergrad. a survey course 
for non-majors. and that course covered Rawls in more 
depth than Regan did (although two-thirds of the course 
is on Rawls!) While Regan simplified Rawls's argument 
and his critique of Rawls. whenever someone disagreed 
with his cri tique of Rawls. he would end up saytng that his 
response was too complex and philosophical for the class 
to understand and so we'd have to take his word on It! 
Also. Regan tended to spend half of Fliday class telling us 
what he said Thursday! On the other hand, he said you 
could type up you class notes and get a 8 on the assigned 
paper. and that was the truth!" 
"We were supposed to read Rawl~ and Raz. However. I 
found both books to be very boriflg so I attended the 
lectures faithfully. Regan Is good except he spends a lot of 
time In class trying to make his point 100%accuratewhen 
a general statement (with possible exceptions) would be 
enough. I wrote my paper in 2 days (including thinking of 
a topic and trekking back and forth to the libra lies) and got 
an ok grade.· 
"Did anybody in the class read Raz? Old anybody in class 
go to more than two lectures after he handed out the paper 
topics? Does anybody want to buy my copy of Raz?" 
·1 dropped It after attending a whole semester of relatively 
confusing lectures about cutting grass. Of course. I didn't 
read the materials. either.· 
PROTECTION OF TECHNOLOGY 
Rebecca Eisenberg 
·well-organized. Interesting and useful for all s tudents 
planning on doing corporate litigation. My favorite class 
so far in law school.· 
"Interesting matelial fairly well-presented. Genrealists. 
however. beware: this class Is loaded with people with 
scientific and intellectual property backgrounds-do you 
have a P / F left to use? Also. this Is the only class I've had 
here In which I could actually tell that the prof was reading 
from her notes to us.· 
See Survey, Page Eight 
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Green Is insightful and really Interested in his students. 
Continued from Page Seven 
"E.;'Ccellent overview of patent Jaw and law re unfair compe· 
Ullon. Classroom discussions would be improved. how-
ever. by not allowing 12 people to ·pass· in each class.· 
"Good course. OnJy one on patents. StraightfOiward 
approach and straightforward 24-hour take home exam. 
No technical background required. Does not even help." 
"This course was a total failure. The professor shows a 
lack of understanding of the field of patents. The course 
organization was very poor. She did not hand out a 
syllabus unW the end of the course. She overlapped the 
other areas of intellectual property covered in copyright 
and trademarks. Further. she gave out a superceded case 
that was horrendous to read. 1bJs course was a big, fat 
zero. OnJy those needing this to take the patent seminar 
at Wayne with a real patent professor should sign-up. 
Non-techles stay away - take copyrights or trademarks 
with Litman!" 
RACE A: GENDER DISCRIIONA'nON 
Alexander Aleinko.ff 
@o 
1be best thing about the course was the class discus-
sions. Also 'enjoyed' writing take-home final (more philo-
sophical than black Jetter)." 
"He must have been good- be pissed everyone off at one 
time or another.· 
SECURITIES REGULATION 
MeniltFox 
Neutral: 1 
"Whhle the subj~ct wasn't the most inter~sting. Fox made 
It quite bearable. He was much more lively and joking in 
this class than in his other ones. Assignments etc. were 
pretty average and standard.· 
"Merritt really s_. They must have asked him to leave 
his previous job. He sucked the life out of this one.· 
"He is not dynamic. but knows the topic and gives insight 
lnto the policy Issues behind the statutes. Good critical 
look at Sec. Reg. regime. More professors should do this.· 
"Really interesting material and organized presentation. 
Professor superimposed a theme of economic theory as a 
framework for understanding the field. which served this 
purpose handily." 
"Fox is a no-nonsense prof, which was great for the topic. 
He moved along at a good pace, the textbook was greal 
and he's really nice to students. Fox led us very skillfully 
through some complex areas.· 
"Prof. Fox·s teaching style is somewhat uninteresting. 
Also. he seems less interested in helping students outside 
of class. However, he does know securities law.· 
TAXATION I 
Patrlcta White 
©_12 @o Neutral: 1 
"Excellent/personable instruction ln a 'low threat' envi-
ronmenl Casebook's lousy. Chirelstein a must." 
"She's wonderful! Makes essentially bafJling mate.rlal 
comprehensible. I went into the· class scared to death. 
ended up getting an A and even was induced to take Tax 
II!" 
"Humane and understandable if not fascinating.· 
"I dreaded the thought of taking Tax, but P. White made 
the class interesting and exciting.· 
"Take It 'Pass/Fail': the most painless way for future 
lltlgators or other non-tax types to take Tax.· 
"Does pretty well with a dull subject. A P/F must.· 
"Overall pretty good. but much of the material is boring." 
"If you take this course, take It With her." 
"The ·p· ln P. White means pass. Read Chirelstein and 
you'll definitely pass. If you take it for a grade: forget the 
casebook, just read Cbirelstein and you'll do well. She's 
nice. Take her out to lunch." 
"A+++. Wonderful professor and person: 
"Why anyone would want to take this I don't know .. b~t Lf 
you plan to take. it take with With White. ·Nutr satd. 
·Relaxing if you sil in the comfortable seals of Room 100. • 
"Trish Is the best.. She's such a good teacher. There's no 
way the blowhards here will even give her tenure.· 
TRADING IN AND WITH EUROPE 
Joseph Weiler 
@o Neutral: 1 
"Lots of work I lots of reward" 
"Excellent course. but difficult and demanding. Heavy 
readtngload for2 credits. Weiler can be abrasive and rude, 
but a uery sharp teacher. It Is good. though not always fun. 
to have an upper-level course that still stresses basic 
la-wyer skills such as analysis and advocacy." 
"Great course. Demanding professor. Should have been 
worth 4 credits not 2. but definitely worth taking. A lot of 
difficult reading: challenging 3 day take home." 
"He's an Intense, dedicated man, who in wartime would 
likely shoot the stragglers.· 
TRUSTS A: ESTATES I 
Lawrence Waggoner 
"Tough class. Prof. really knows his material and Is 'nice 
man·. Exam is hardest one I've had in law school - good 
pass/faiJ class if you don't intend to specialize in the area.· 
"Reaches new heights of boredom previously thought 
unattainable. Subject matter is not that bad but delivery 
Is confuslng. Exam is a killer. A good pass/fall.· 
"I thought Prof. Waggoner wa!> very sweet. His class and 
the book were interesting. His final was very difficult (and 
I really studied). Take the final pass/fall.· 
"The final exam from Hell." 
"A real expert. I enjoyed his manner. The book was easy 
to follow. He was dry. but this did not bother me. although 
others complained about it often. A bit fanatical about 
handing out/collecting exams. The test was hard." 
WATER LAW 
Abrams 
@o Neutral: 1 
"An excellent course. Abrams was very responsive to 
students' Interests and covered material thoroughly(?). 
Reading was sometimes a litUe long. and not always 
covered In class. Exam was relevant and of moderate 
dilllculty. This is a prof. and class we must get to come 
back.· 
"Fascinating subject, good reading. extremely dull but 
knowledgeable professor. l missed most of the classes. did 
the exam from the Nutshell and got a B. Never had to 
speak in class because Natural Resources students con -
trolled the discussion. A must if you're practicing In 
California or like the movie "Chinatown·: 
SEMINARS 
AMERICAN LEGAL TRADITION 
Thomas Green 
@o 
"A return to undergrad life - where you read interesting 
books and discuss history and historiography, and the 
prof wants analysis and ideas. not regurgitated cases and 
holdings! This course was relaxed and thought-provok-
ing. but Is probably better for former historians- it really 
helps having a familiarity with history beforehand, since 
the focus of the seminar Is on historiography Instead. 
GENDER AND JUSTICE 
Christina Whitman 
©. 0 @o Neutral: 1 
"The reading material was great! I feel like I learned a lot 
of feminist the01y both from the reading and the class 
discussion. However. beware if you are not a strong 
feminist- several people felt left out of class discussions 
and unable to express their views because everyone else 
was so dogmatic. Although I learned a lot. I left every class 
angry because 1 felt only one point of view was expressed. 
Maybe the "interview· procedure isn't the best way to select 
a class." 
INTERNATIONAL TRADE SEMINAR 
John Jackson 
©.o G1 
"Jackson did not have a good command of the specific 
topic - intellectual property." 
ISSUES IN SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH 
Rebecca E!senberg 
"Fascinating topic - wide-ranging discussion and excel-
lent reading materials. A must for anyone with interest in 
science. Paper requirements were not strenuous." 
ROLES OF IDEALS IN CONSTI111TIONAL LAW A: THE-
ORY 
Richard Pi.ldes 
@o 
"Plldes was well-organized and conscientious. Grades 
were a little low. however.· 
ROMAN LAW 
Bruce Frier 
@o 
"Pretty easy 3 credit seminar. Good if interested in history 
or civil Jaw, although a room other than the 9th floor 
seminar must be found.· 
TAX PRACTICE SEMINAR 
Patricia White 
@o 
"Great - a relatively painless seminar to lake. Very 
interesting and practical guest speakers make this class 
required for those interested in a tax practice.~ 
"Despite what you may have heard about the workload -
alleged lack thereof - the covered material would be 
utterly useless unJess you will actually practice federal 
income tax Jaw. so signing up because you've heard It's a 
slick way of satisfying the seminar requirement is a dumb 
idea. But If you will be a tax lawyer. don't miss it. Expect 
to put in 75-100 hours on the research paper.· 
THE COMMON LAW SYSTEM & THE INDUSTRIAL 
REVOLUTION 
Brian Simpson 
@o 
"Prof. Simpson is great! Very interesting and personable. 
The class was very easy. All you have to do is present your 
paper topic- no assigned homework. Most of the student 
lectures were interesting and info~atlve." 
Colorado To Beat Huskers 
Continued from Page Twelve 
On the contrary. the Huskers have been ravaged by 
injuries to key performers the last three weeks. Star 
halfback Ken Clark. bothered by foot and knee Injuries. 
did not play last week and Is questionable for this week. 
The Huskers' top two wingbacks, Richard Bell and Nate 
Turner. are both doubtful for the game with serious 
hamstring injuries. These players are very important to 
i\ebraska's rushing attack; both are 200-pounders with 
speed and provide the necessary blocking on the perimeter 
SO\ital to the Big Red's pitch and option game. Free safety 
~1arvin Sanders and cornerback Bruce Pickens. the 
Huskers' best cover men. are both doubtful because of a 
separated shoulder and an tnjured leg. respectively. The 
top two split ends. Jon Bostick and Morgan Gregory. are 
both slowed with leg problems. Starttng ttght end William 
Washington may miss the game because of a sprained 
ankle. And fmally. though not a starter. unredshirted 
sophomore QB Mike Grant. the Huskers· only true passer. 
broke h is collarbone last week and is gone for the season. 
This could be a devastating tnjury if Nebraska get3 behind 
by more than one touchdown tn the second half. 
Thus. It appears the time Is now for a changing of the 
guard in the Big Eight. For 30 years the door protecting 
the crown jewels of the conference has been painted 
altemattng shades of Husker and Sooner Red. Darian 
Hagen and the rest of the Bulfs loosened the locks on the 
door last week by beating the Sooners. and appear ready 
to tear It right off the hinges this Saturday. While Husker 
tradition may still provide a strong link in the chain 
guarding the crown. It is a lonely link Indeed surrounded 
by the rusting remembrances of 25 years of Husker 
domination over Colorado. 
Look for an emotionally torrid Buffs squad to get on 
the board early and fairly often against the tradlllonally 
slow-starting Huskers and then hold on for a fairly easy 
victory. COLORADO 30 NEBRASKA 16 
PREDICTIONS OF OTHER TOP GAMES 
MICHIGAN 31 PURDUE 10 
AUBURN 24 FLORIDA 10 
NO. CAROLINA STATE 28 VIRGINIA 21 
PENN STATE 20 WEST viRGINIA 15 
TEXAS TECH 27 TEXAS 20 
MICHIGAN STATE 17 INDIANA 13 
ILLINOIS 26 IOWA 21 
FLORIDA STATE 30 SOUlli CAROUNA 14 
Hunter's 
Top Guns 
1. NOTRE DAME 14. ARIZONA 
2 . COLORADO 15. AUBURN 
3. MICHIGAI\l 16. CLEMSO~ 
4. NEBRASKA 17. PENJ\ STATE 
5. ALABAMA 18. HOUSTON 
6. MIAMI 19. TEXAS A&M 
7. usc 20. :'-JORTH CAROLH\A 
8. FLORIDA STATI: STATI: 
9. ILLINOIS 21. TEXAS 
10. ARKA."1SAS 22. FLORIDA 
11. TENi\ESSEE 23. VlRGINIA 
12. WEST VlRGINIA 24. TEXAS TI:CH 
13. PI1TSBURGH 25. WASHINGTON STATE 
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Response 
Letter 
The following. courtesy of Joseph Kowalsky. Is a 
sample response letter to send to firms with which one has 
Interviewed: 
Name N. Name 
Harcourt. Fenton & Mudd 
One HAL Plaza 
Harare. Zlmbabwe 99999 
Dear Ms. Name: 
October 20. 1989 
Thank you very much for your letter of 18 October 
1989. Your kind words and enthusiasm are both lmpres-
s ive and appreciated. 
I have now had the opportunity to review your letter 
with members of my rejection committee. I regret that I am 
unable to accept your rejection. ThJs decision was a 
difficult one to make. but because of my limited ability to 
deal with rejection I cannot accept such letters from all of 
the qualified interviewers that I meet. 
On the strength of your discussions with me and your 
literary skills. I am certain that you will find many who will 
be willing to accommodate your rejection needs. Thank 
you for your interest and your prompt attention. 
Very truly yours. 
Joseph Z. Kowalsky 
551 South State Street 
Ann Arbor,. Michigan 48109 
(313) 764-2015 
Court Roo:m. Exper ience,. 
II 
1: 
11 
Travel Opportunities 
Are available as a commissioned officer in the 
Navy Judge Advocate General Col~ps 
If you would like to know more about a "flnn" that has offices all over the world and lets 
' attorneys prepare a::d try cases right out of law school, 
Lieutenant Matthew Shirley (Michigan Law School '87) would like to talk to you on 
Friday, November 3,_1989 
9:00- 11:30 a.m. at the Caritbridge House, 
Michigan League 
(From the law school, head west on Madison St. for one block. Turn north - right -on Thompson. It's on the right 
side of Thompson, i.e. West Quad. Ask for the room number at the front desk.) 
The purpose of these interviews is information. Resumes are optional. The curious are welcome. 
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Into the Great Outdoors 
By Robert L. Jones 
One of the first things you Jearn about any firm is 
whether or not they have a finn-outing. The recruiting 
attorneys. anxious to show that their firm is fun . friendly. 
and sociable. add this to their selling points almost right 
away. 
"Oh. yeah. every summer the fmn takes a break from 
work and just has a good Ume. We go golfing. have lunch. 
have dlnner, and drink a .Jot of beer. It's all great fun.· 
I. too. was told of the fum-outing from the beginning. 
The attorneys and clerks would spend a Friday eating and 
golnng and we wou Jd only have to work for half a day. I'm 
always amenable to getting paid for recreating so this was 
good news to me. I was also glad to discover that I would 
be working for a ftrm where there was a great deal of firm 
spirit and that the attorneys genuinely llked each other. 
When I asked why It was on a Friday and not a Saturday. 
the answer came back quickly. 
"Who wants to waste a weekend with these people?" 
As the day for our outing approached, there arose a 
controversy over what we were going to do. A growing 
group of people were Ured of the usual golf day. Why not 
try something new and different? Something slightly 
offbeat; even dangerous? A vote was taken and over the 
huge protests of the golf clique the decision was made. We 
would go canoeing! 
I greeted lhls decision with some happiness. While I 
enjoy golf. I'm not very good at it and I didn't want to 
horribly embarrass myself. I Imagined bouncing chip 
shots off the headsofthe Senior Partners. Canoeing would 
not only be more adventurous but would require less skill. 
I chalked up another one to my good fortune. 
When the day arose. I was ready. Although I was at 
work unW noon. I had trouble getting anything done. It 
was late in my summer and this would be one of the last 
opportunities to let them get to know me socially. It ranked 
high on the brown-nose scale. Consequently. the pressure 
for a good showing was Intense. 
I should have taken It as an omen when I got lost on 
the way to lunch. The restaurant was on a local lake and 
although I was on the rtght road. I turned around before 
I had gone far enough. thinking I had gone too far. When 
I found the place. most ofthe attorneys and the other clerk 
had already finished ea ting. I had something quick as 
·everyone else milled about, preparing for the great voyage. 
After lunch , we drove to a grocery store parking lot 
where we would meet one of the associates driving a trailer 
of canoes. When he was late, we made one of those fatal 
decisions you always regret afterwards. We left for the 
creek. hoping the canoes would catch up with us. 
We rode in a van, laughing in anticipation of the fun 
to come. We approached an intersection and spotted the 
canoe trailer coming the opposite way. We stopped in our 
lane and the associate driving the trailer slopped in his. 
One of the Partners ran to the trailer and told the associate 
what was going on. Once everything was settled. we were 
on our way again. 
Suddenly, there was a slckentng crunch. 
A car coming through the intersection, Its driver in tent 
on watching our van Instead of where she was going, ran 
straight tnto the the rear of the canoe trailer. The trailer 
was knocked out of shape and the trailer hitch was 
destroyed. What followed was a scene from anyone's 
nightmare. From our two vehicles. a stream of attorneys 
poured forth to assess the damage. 
After Intimidating the poor woman who had hit the 
trailer Into a state of utter stupor then a quick series of 
roadside repairs, the adventure continued. We arrived at 
the disembarking point only an hour behind schedule. 
Once the canoes were in the water, things seemed to 
go well. Unfortunately, the associate I was riding with 
made one fatal error: he allowed me to steer the canoe. 
"Have you ever steered before?" he asked Innocently. 
My mind raced to draw up the required information. 
I vaguely remembered having seen a canoe on television 
once. 
"Sure. All the Urne, • I answered. 
What followed was a series of mlscalcu lations wherein 
our canoe hit the banks of the creek. overhanging tree 
branches. and the other canoes. Each time I smiled and 
uttered a weak. 'sorry'. Also. every time I opened a Pepsi. 
I managed to take one sip before knocking It over Into the 
canoe. The contents of four cans sloshed at my feet. After 
an hour of this and another half-hour of balling. the 
associate took over and we caught up to the rest of the 
The Ongoing Adventures of 
Superclerk 
boats. 
After only a few minutes on the wa ter, I noticed one of 
the tragic paradoxes of canoeing. Despite being con· 
stanUy on water and some distance from dry land, the 
most horrid of land creatures are everywhere. Dropping 
from the very sky and seeking the shelter of our canoes and 
hair were the mortal enemies of Superclerk. What Kryp· 
tonlte Is to Superman, these are to me: the terrible 
arachnid. Huge. ugly. disgusting, spfdersf 
As 1 paddled happily. I noticed the firs t one approach· 
lng me along the metal floor of our craft. Min~tes later, 
when my canoe partner pried the paddle from my hands. 
the spider was a pulpy mass of legs and hair decora ting the 
bottom of our canoe. Of course. water also decorated our 
canoe In Increasing amounts as I had beaten a hole 
through the metal. 
About half-way down the creek, we stopped at a small 
island to regroup the canoes and rest. We laughed about 
the rain of spiders as the other clerk found a one-inch 
creature In hjs boat and promptly dispatched il Myself 
and a few others noted with distaste that it was overly 
large. But when they opened a cooler to grab a beer, the 
real shock came. 
Silting in the cooler was the largest spider I have ever 
seen that was not In a movie or a cage. It was a dark purple 
and easily four inches across. If you've seen Gilligan's 
Island, you know what I mean. It slowly moved across the 
Lite Beer and Doritos bags. fleetng from Its exposed 
position. It appeared ready to leap. 
When the canoes caught up with me about a mile or 
so downstream. we had just about reached our des tina· 
lion. They finally talked me Into taking a canoe the rest of 
the way. Anyhow. I was tired of swimming so. after a quick 
spider-check of our canoe, I got back in. 
The rest of the trip was uneventful, save the constant 
·canoe wars· and the occasional spill in to the water . We 
pulled the canoes out near the grocery s tore, ourselves 
slightly the worse for wear. the canoes not as fortunate. 
One Partner, who had managed to stay d ry during the 
enUre ordeal, chose this moment to fall into the creek. It 
seemed a fitting end. 
Ne.xt year, I think I'll go golfing. 
Rare Species Inhabits Hutchins 
The foUowing article fJTSt appeared in the September 
15. l9821ssue of The Res Gestae: 
By Dan Bronson 
Although !learned a lot my first year of law school. I 
have already forgotten most. !learned one thing. though. 
that I know I wUl never forget. It's something that I 
discovered about myself. I am a conehead, a total neb, a 
complete loser. 
Although what I learned about myself was depressing. 
Jt was far from shocking. There were many early indica-
tors. My grandfather. Sol Bronson, could not swim a 
single stroke. My father wore a coat and tie to class every 
day of school unW the day he graduated high school 
number one in his class. My uncle assembled plastic 
model airplanes until he was forty years old. 
Signs of nerddom first appeared tn my own life at the 
age of seven when I became the owner of my first pa ir of 
black lace-up orthopedic shoes. I wore these leather 
masterpieces with pride until the day tha t Steve S tome 
stood up in the mlddle of class while I was reciting, rushed 
at me while yelling "Polack. Polack!" and knocked my front 
two teeth out with his Green Hornet U1ermos. 
But it was already In my blood. At the age of eight I 
p~rchased a leather briefcase with my Initials on it. Again 
it was Steve Stome who tried to end this miserable 
existence of mine by cornering me agalnst the playground 
fence with six of his cronies, and while jabbJng me with 
sUcks. shouted "Kill the pig, suck hts blood, do him ln.· In 
the second grade I began playing the violin and taking tap 
dancing lessons. In the third grade I typed a thlrty page 
essay for science class entitled. "My Friend the Motor 
Neuron.· 
I knew if I continued on this wild course,! would bum 
out before junior high. The Vietnam war was sUJI ragtng. 
bell-bottom pants and psychedelic posters had just hit the 
shelves. and self-proclaimed gurus were Immersing their 
robes in gasoline and Igniting themselves as a form of 
demonstration. 
I decided to join the movement. In the fourth grade I 
was sent home at four In the morning from Mark LeBone's 
sleep-over party for smoking cigarettes and drinking 
whiskey. The next week I got suspended form elementary 
school for taping a lit smoke bomb to the lunch lady's shoe 
and yelling. ·u.s. out of Nam· as the two-hundred pound 
smoking tyrant ran through the lunch room. 
I continued on this course until fate got its way In the 
fall of 1981, when I fou nd myself In Room 120of Hutchlns 
Hall listening to some wimpy little bald-headed man Jn a 
bow tie and brown leisure s uit tha t hung on him like a 
s heet on a stick whining about section 2-203 of the 
Uniform Commercial Code. People weren'tjust Jlstentng. 
they were enthralled. 
Frantically. I searched the rows refusing to believe 
what I saw. But ll was true. I was s urrounded by 
coneheads. coneheads to the left of me, coneheads to the 
right of me, dead coneheads' pictures on the walls . I was 
s truck with an immediate rage at the mere thought of 
being surrounded by a group of Individuals whose strong-
est beliefs were tha t pan ts were not meant to cover up 
ankles. that God gave us noses to put black-rimmed 
glasses on. and that genitalia were just an evolutionary 
mistake and as useful as little toes. 
I rushed out of the classroom scattering my books and 
papers as I went. I locked myself In my Law Quad room 
and spent the next two days e."<3.1Jling old documents and 
photographs of my family. I looked In the mirror and grew 
depressed and eventually I came to accept what I bad 
subconsciously known all along. I was a conehead too. I 
realized that! had just been fooling myself the last dozen 
years of my life. The women, the alcohol, the loud music 
-all a waste. A masquerade. All the beautiful women · 
meaningless empty lies; the alcohol and loud music - an 
escape from the perplexing legal and philosphical issues 
facing the world today. 
Being a wimp Is something you can't rude. Mark 
Chapman tried to rude it. J ohn Gacy tried to hjde It, and 
if John Hinckley would have had the nerve to admit to 
himself that Jody Fosler would never go out with a loser 
like himself, Ronald Reagan would s till be alive today. 
So some advice to some of you first years who are out 
womanizing at the bars. dancing In the streets, playing 
frisbee tn the quad -· give it up. No one's buying it. You 
are a law student. At the University of Michigan . You are 
not normal. You are a dward. a real Geek. Be brave, I dare 
you. Follow that urge. break out the flood pants tha t are 
s lowly gravitating to the top of your drawer. put your finger 
in your nose, go for the gusto, go read every footnote ln 
every case and every case cited In every footnote. Do it. 
You will not be alone. 
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Vikings, Rams Battle: Week Nine 
By Jerry Pinn 
Last week. not including the results of Monday night's 
game between the Minnesota Vikings and New York 
Giants. I was 4-9 against the spread, and 6-7 without the 
spread. My cumulative record Is now 17-34-1 against the 
spread. and 30-23 without the spread. Since I am only 
correctly predicting less than one third of the games, I am 
going to try a new wrinkle. This week I am going to wager 
against my picks. I am going to predict the games as I 
think they will actually turn out. If my choices are right. 
1 will redeem myself as a football prognosticator. If my 
choices are wrong. as they have been with remarkable 
consistency thus far this season. I will be a little richer. 
Someone who picks blindly against tl1e s pread theo-
retically should be right close to SOOA> of the time. For 
someone to be either right or wrong two-thirds of the time 
on a cons istent basis Is out of llie ordinary. Something 
tells me that when I wager against my picks. they will tum 
out to be accurate. but we'll see. 
The start of llie second half of the 1989 season does 
notseeanyfantasticgames. but some make for interesting 
match ups. One that on paper s hould not be a good game 
is Buffalo a t Atlanta. BufTalo is clearly a better team than 
the Falcons. Atlanta Is a disappointment thus far this 
year, but they usually play well at home. The Bills will win 
this game. but I expect it to be close. Atlanta's ofTense is 
probablynotstrongenough towinoutright. however. The 
Bills defense should be able to hold Atlanta under 20 
points with Cornelius Bennett and Bruce Smith. Buffalo 
27, Atlanta 17. 
Indianapolis will visit Miami to play the Dolphins. 
Miami is playing very inconsistently. but so a re the Colts. 
This score ofllils game has llie potenllal to be lopsided in 
either direction. It will be a battle between Eric Dickerson 
and Dan Marino. Whoever plays better will Jc ... d their team 
to victory. I'll pick the Dolphins because they are at home. 
Miami 24, Indianapolis 17. 
New England will host the New York Jets. You would 
have to pay me to have me watch lliis game. The Jets are 
a bad team, but not as bad as their 1-7 record. New 
England s hould win this game because they have a power 
running game willi John Stephens and a smart quarter-
back in Steve Grogan. Don't count the Patriots out of the 
playoffs yet. They wlll have to win this game if they will 
contend, however. An upset Is possible, but I'll go with. 
:\ew England. New England 27. New York Jets 17. 
Cincinnati wllJ play In Los Angeles agains t llie Raid-
ers. Both teams are playofT caliber. With llie Bengals being 
superior. The Raiders are for real. and may make their 
move now. Bo Jackson and a tough defense make the 
Rruders a good team. lmpresslng me greatly by destroying 
the Redsklns this past week. Cincinnati may score over 40 
points, but I llilnk it is more likely that the Raiders will 
hold Boomer Eslason and James Brooks in check. Los 
Angeles 26. Cincinnati 24. 
Cleveland will play at Tampa Bay. After beating the 
Bears. Tampa lost two-straight. It will be three straight. 
The Sues' defense has faltered In recent weeks. Bernie 
Kosar Is playing well again, and Webster Slaughter is 
having an all-pro year. This game should be high scoring. 
Cleveland 34. Tampa Bay 26 
Houston will host Detroit. The Lions' defense has 
played well recently, and they can stop many teams from 
scoring a lot. but not the Oilers. Houston will win th1s 
game big. They are a disappointing 4-4. Now is the time 
for Houston to play well. or they may as well write offth1s 
year and Jeny Glanville beller look for employment else-
where. Detroit's only offense will come from Barry Sand-
ers. but he cannot carry the team on his own. Houston 30. 
Detroit 13. 
Pittsburgh will visit Denver to play the Broncos. 
Pittsburgh now has Bubby Brister back, so they should 
not be taken lightly. Denver never loses two games in a row 
at home, however. Denver should be able to move the ball 
well against the Steelers. and the Bronco defense should 
play inspired ball. Elway will find his receivers and have 
a big game. Denver 27. Pittsburgh 17. 
Kansas City will host the Seattle Seahawks. Kansas 
City usually dominates Seattle at home, and they should 
be able to do it again. Christian Okoye will gain over 100 
yards. Seattle's ofTense has not scored more than 24 
points this year. They are not playing very well, and are 
unlikely to score very much against a very tough Chiefs' 
secondary. Kansas City 24. Seattle 17. 
San Diego Will be at home against the Philadelphia 
Eagles. The Chargers will not be able to block Reggie White 
or Jerome Brown. The Chargers' defense has played very 
well recently, but their ofTense is too weak to beat the 
Eagles. This should be a low-scoring game, but Philadel-
phia will never trail. Philadelphia 20. San Diego 13. 
On Sunday night. the Dallas Cowboys, winless in the 
first half of the season, will go into R.F. K. Stadium to play 
the 4-4 Washington Redsklns. I don' t know why Washing-
ton played so poorly against the Raiders last week. 1 think 
J oe Gibbs is among llie top three coaches in llie league. 
There is noway Dallas can wln this game. This is my best 
pick of the week. Washington Will score early. and score 
often. They will move the ball well through the air and on 
the ground. Steve Walsh will be chased by the Redskin 
linemen, and the Cowboys will be hard-pressed to gain 
more than 60 yards on the ground. Washington 35. Dallas 
10. 
The New York Giants will play the Cardinals In Phoe-
nix. NewYorklost this game last year because they could 
not run the ball. and the Cardinals scored two touchdowns 
on their first two possessions. This year, Ollis Anderson 
should be able to run against his old team, and the Giants' 
defense should fare better agalnst Gary Hogaboom than 
they did last year against Nell Lomax. Phoenix will be 
aroused because they were embarassed against the Giants 
in 1\ew York. The Cardlnals could pull ofT an upset. but I 
will go with my favorite team by a lliln margin. New York 
Giants 23, Phoenix 20. 
Minnesota will host the Los Angeles Rams. After 
starting off at 5-0. the Rams have dropped their last three 
games. Jim Everett has slacked ofT. and the Rams running 
game has disappeared. Minnesota Is a better team. The 
Vikings· defense is clearly the best in football. The \'ikings 
are undefeated at home. and will stay undefeated as they 
will hand the Rams their fourth straight defeat. Everett 
will be pressured and make costly mistakes. Minnesota 
24. Los Angeles Rams 17. 
In a game that Is sure to be physical. Green Bay will 
host the Chicago Bears. These teams do not like each 
other, and for the first time In years, this game will actually 
be important for both teams. Green Bay should be able to 
move the ball on the Bears, but Chica~o should be able to 
do llie same on the Packers. This will be a high scoring 
game. Neal Anderson should spell the difTerence. Chicago 
30, Green Bay 24. 
In the Monday night game, New Orleans will play in 
San Francisco. New Orleans has won three straight. A 
loss to the 49'ers would probably do grave damage to llie 
Saints' playofT hopes. A win for San Francisco would put 
them in the driver's seat in llie N.F.C. West. The Saints' 
defense has played well. and should keep them in this 
game. San Francisco 24. New Orleans 20. 
The Sex Drive: An Alternative 
By Andrew Manitsky 
Freud's writlnl',s are Interesting for two reasons: (1) It's 
fun to read about sex: (2) they provide a workable account 
of human motivation. i\ow, scholars often confuse (1) and 
(2): they think that sinee ::.ex Is tenific. Freud is right to 
ascribe to it tremendous motivational force. But this is 
mistaken, for it does not follow from the mere fact that sex 
is a fine way to pas~ tlJC time that everything we do we do 
in order to have a lot of sex. In fact. sex Is far from being 
the well-spring of human motivation: llie real drive, the 
drive that keeps us going day ln. day out. the drive that 
pushes us, Inspires us. and excites us, Is: the sleep drl\·e. 
A behavior theory Is compelling iflt has great explana-
tory power -- that Is, If It explains much of what we do. 
Freud's theory 1s wonderful precl!iely because it can 
explain virtually everything! Why do we wake up in the 
morning? So we can have sex. \l.'hy do we eat? So we can 
stay alive. so we can keep ha\ing sex. \\'hy do we go to law 
school? So we can have an impressi\'C career, which will 
make us attractive to sharp-looking people, and then we 
can have sex wllli litem. Tenific. 
Freud rightly thinks that lfdri\·e D has an underlying 
drive. like drive C. then drive CIs the real heavy-hitter. For 
e.xample. since my wanting to eat underlies my wanting to 
go to the Brown Jug. then surely "Wanting to eat" (some-
times called "hunger") is the dominant drive. The further 
one can push one's actions back (drive-wise, that is). the 
closer one gets to the real source of human motivation. 
Sex is a pretty good choice, but not as good a choice as 
sleep, for everything we do leads to sleep. and, sadly 
enough, very little of what we do leads to sex. 
Consider llie big contenders for "the main drive": sex. 
hunger, knowledge. and sleep. Notice that sex, hunger. 
and knowledge lead to sleep .... 
Sex: After sex. one generally does not wish to go 
hiking. Smoke a cigarette. sure. Slap a movie in the VCR. 
okay. But if one wants to go hiklng after se.x, then surely 
one has not done it right. After sex even the gods have been 
known to hit the sack. 
Hunger: However crass it may be, no one can honestly 
deny taking pleasure in a solid nap after a delicious meal. 
And if you've really eaten a lot. sometimes you just owe it 
to yourself to sleep it ofT. Let's face it: dinner 1s JUSt a big 
sleeping pill. 
Knowledge: Sure. we desire to learn. We want to 
know a lot of stuff. But this doesn't prevent us from dozing 
while reading a contracts case about construction bids. 
!\or does it prevent us from taking a quick ·power nap· 
during class. In fact. nobody thinks twice when a student 
catches a few z's during a lecture. That's because sleep is 
such a dominant drive. I can assure you that if a couple 
of students starting having sex in class. a few heads would 
tum. 
So "Manilsky's Sleep Theory· (as no one calls It) is 
more compelling than Freud's high school theory about 
sex. in thatlt accurately Identifies the drive responsible for 
our behavior. But more lmportanlly. the MST(aha!) avoids 
the trap into which Freud so clumsily falls. namely. the 
subconscious. 
See, a reasonable object ion to Freud's view would be: 
"Hey- I want to go to law school for Its own sake. Sex has 
nothing to do wtllilt. I'm doing It for no other reason except 
that I want to.· But Freud has an easy answer: "You only 
think you want to.· Freud comes up with the subconscious 
as a way of getting around this kind of objection. But th1s 
is an underhanded move. Willi which. It so happens, 
Freud manages to fool people merely by doing some very 
fast talkmg. 
Smce MST(I'm really get tin~ to like that) answers the 
question of moti\'ation without forcing us to ask another 
question. namely. "What are you talklng about With this 
'subconscious· crap?·. MST should carry the psychologi-
cal day. And since sleep packs at least as much explana-
tOiy power as sex. It Is only a matter of time before 
"Manitsky's Sleep Theory· Is heralded as a breakllirough 
in modern psychology, or. at least. Is quickly discarded as 
an untenable position held by some wise-guy first-year law 
student. In the meantime. rest well. 
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Rice Favored to Win Reisman 
By Ha.rold Hunter 
If the Helsman Trophy were decided today .. . My top 
ten for the Helsman: 
1. Tony Rice. QB Notre Dame - He has the best record 
In the most important statistic ·· he consistently wins. 
2. Dartan Hagen . QB Colorado- It's a shame that the 
generally Ignorant national media haven't recognized h1s 
abWty; he's completing 70% of hls passes. averaging 
nearly 100 yards per game rushing. and is the best option 
quarterback I've personally ever seen. 
3. Raghlb Ismail. Notre Dame -The only player in the 
country who can have a significant effect on a game 
without touching the ball. He is probably the best all· 
around player In the nation. 
4. Andre Ware, QB Houston- Although he builds his 
slats largely against overmatched opponents. his accom· 
plishments still cannot be disregarded. 
5. Gerry Cdowskl. QB Nebraska - He's a victim of the 
Big Eight's lack of national exposure thls year. He's 
already broken Steve Taylor's single season rushing rec· 
ord for quarterbacks. and Is nearing double-digits in 
touchdown passes. A real surprise. 
6. Major Harris. QB West Virginia 
7. Emmitt Smith. RB Florida 
8. Percy Snow, LB Michigan State 
9. Anthony Thompson. RB Indiana 
10. Slran Stacy. RB Alabama 
PREDICTIONS OF TOP GAMES TlfiS WEEK 
(Last week. Harold was 4-3 straight up and 3 ·4 
against the spread. For the season, he Is 33-18-1 straight 
up. and 25·24·3 against the spread.) 
NEBRASKA at COLORADO - As expected, both 
teams enter th1s game undefeated and on a collision 
course for a berth in a national championship shoo tout in 
Law in the Raw 
War Stories 
WhUe searching for the perfect job, everyone is 
bound to hit a few rough spots. Here are a couple of spots 
that really need repaving: 
A while back, one student was interviewing with a 
Chicago firm. This finn used the dreaded "tag team" 
interviewing approach: two interviewers. one inter-
viewee. Anyway. roughly a week after the interview, the 
student receives a letter from said fll'Ill. "'Thank you for 
interviewing with us. We would be most pleased if you 
would come visit .. : (yo~ get the Idea.) A day later. the 
student receives anotlter letter from said flnn, "'Thank 
you for Interviewing with us. We see many qualified can-
didates. unfortunately we are unable to invite you . . : 
(you get the Idea.) What's with the schizophrenic recrult-
lng? Who knows. However. our poor, battered s tudent 
did get a flyback out of the ordeal. 
Another poor soul interviewed with a different Chl· 
cago llrrn. After a week, some of her peers got flybacks. 
some got dings. Her: no news. About a week later. she 
gets a slip from the friendly letter carrier saying she has 
a letterwith postage due a t the post office. She runs down 
to the post office. There, seeing the return address Is that 
of the fllTil with whom she interviewed. s he gladly pays 
the 20~ due, figuring It's a big envelope, it must be 
something good. She rips open the envelope. and : 
"DING!" 
Now that's tacky! 
Many thanks to Sharon Kohn 
And We Laughed At Nancy Reagan 
Classic Interview question: "What made you want to 
go to law school?" We've all got our pat answers. 
"Because I wanted to help society"; "Because I wanted to 
be like my grandfather· ; "Because I wanted to avoid the 
draft-: "Because I graduated from college and didn' t want 
to get a real job". etc. ad nausem. Well how about this 
the Orange Bowl. Colorado is an awesome collection of 
physical specimens, young but sWl fairly experienced. and 
playing with a driving purpose. Nebraska Is a strange 
combination of raw. but very talented. youngsters and 
·steady", veteran fourth and fifth-year performers. As 
many people know. I tend to get a bit exercised backing the 
Big Red, and if there were any rational way to predict a 
Husker victory. I certainly would. However. any way you 
add up the tangible and intangible factors. the answer Is 
as clear as the black and whlte worn by the Buffaloes. 
First. and most importantly. Colorado is simply big-
ger. faster, and at least as strong as the Comhuskers. For 
the first time in recent memory. on 
both sides of the ball. the Buffalo 
linemen outsize the Nebraska llne-
menataimosteveryposltion. Arthur 
Walker is a legitimate candidate for 
the Outland and Lombardi awards 
at defensive tackle for the Buffs, and 
twin terrors at outside linebacker, 
Khanavis McGhee and Alfred Wil-
liams, should be playing in the NFL 
·right now. Don't get me wrong -· Ne-
braska is not inept by any means. In 
fact, they progressed better than I 
had originally thought they would 
this year. It's not that they are not 
talented; it's that Colorado is very. 
game. 
This would be enough for me to predict a Colorado 
victory In an ordinary s ituation. However. the advantage 
Ups even more heavily towards Colorado when you look at 
the Injury situation of both teams. Colorad~ has only o~e 
major contributor s lowed by injury -- runrung back Enc 
Bienemy. However. he was held out of the Sooner game 
last week and looks ready to play against the Huskers. 
Even If he didn't play. J. J. Flanigan would start for most 
teams In the country and is a more than adequate replace-
ment for Blenemy. 
See Colorado , Page Nine 
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very good. This ability, combined 
with the well-documented inspira-
tional Sal Aunese story. and the 
less-documented genuine hatred 
most Colorado players and fans have 
for Nebraska football, makes the 
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Buffs a difficult team to beat in this 
one. "Because a fortune cookie sald I'd make a great 
lawyer: 
Yes. Rla Billet. then 48, decided law school was for her 
when she opened up a fortune cookie that read: "You'd 
make a great lawyer.· 
Rla said. "I took the cookie's suggestion to heart. In 
1979. I graduated from the University of Maryland Law 
School and set up shop In my home.· Rla added that she 
followed the wishes of the cookie because "I dldn 't want to 
make a fool out of Confucius: No. Ria. I don't think 
Confucius l.s too wonied about that. 
Rumor has It that Ria keeps a supply of cookies next 
to her at counsellable. for aid in objections a nd formulat-
ing trial strategy: 
Ria: · objection. · 
Judge: ·on what grounds. counselor?" 
Ria: "'The cookie said that 'Man on stand speak out of 
both sides of mouth.·· 
Judge: "Huh?" 
Ria: !Opening another cookie) "You will soon be going 
on a long journey.· 
Judge: "Huh?" 
Ria: !Open1ng yet another cookie) "'The road to 
happiness Is long a nd twisted.· 
Judge: "BaJUffi' 
· National Enquirer. October 23, 1989 
(Thanks to whoever put thiS 1n my pendaflex!) 
Battle of the Bands 
The battle that took place in Detroit was not decided 
by hot riffs or a driving beat. Nope, it was dueling lawyers. 
Lawyers fighting to help the heavy metal band Madam X 
keep the Los Angeles pop group Madame X from using that 
name. Let It be said now that these are very d1fferent 
bands: one is made up of people with long hair. pancake 
make-up. and scull and crossbones tattoos. The other Is 
made up of little more than a few square feet of spandex. 
By Colin Zick 
However. there are things which both bands share: a 
name and a lack of success. As the attorney for Madame 
X said, the name "has not been a very good asset to either 
one of them. I think it's much to-do about nothing. · 
Detroit. Free Press. April 7. 1989 
In Lawyers We Trust 
Recently. Professor David Graeven of the California 
State University at Hayward took a survey of jurors and 
juror pools. Their goal was to figure out which types of 
jurors trusted lawyers the most. The answer: women 
under 40 who consider themselves Republicans are the 
most trusting of lawyers. The least trusting of lawyers? 
Unemployed men. Sorta makes you want to take a 
suburban housewife out to lunch, doesn't it? 
ABA Journal. June, 1989 
So Much for Doing Your Civic Duty 
An undercover narcotics pollee ofllcer in New. York 
City ran into a suspect he's been after for nearly a month. 
"Yawn· . right? Wrong! The narc was test:lfying before a 
New York City grand jury when he nabbed the suspect. 
It was one of the grand jurors. 
"As he's looking out at the jurors, be recogniZed one 
of them as someone he bought narcotics from,· a prose-
cutor with the Ofllce of the Special Narcotics Prosecutor 
said. It was midway through his testimony. he glanced 
lnto the jury box and noticed one of the jurors. Their eyes 
met. 'lielifls played. (No, that's not right.) There was a 
nod of recognition. 
A day later. the grand Juror. 23-year-old Anthony 
Eisenberg ofManhattan, was quietly taken out of the jury 
room and arrested. Eisenberg has s ince been indicted on 
a charge of felony sale of narcotics - but not, officials 
hastened to add, by the same grand jury he had served 
on. 
Detroit Free Press. August 7. 1989 
